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Abstract. A simple memoryless state feedback control law is derived for a class of nonlinear 
time lag systems. Some well known techniques are used to transform a nonlinear time lag 
system in suitable coordinates in which the design of the control law is straightforward. In 
certain cases, the asymptotic stability of the closed loop system is ensured independently of 
delay values. 
INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION 
The purpose of this note is to show how a simple state feedback control law can be built up 
for real-analytic single-input nonlinear systems delayed in the state variables, say time lag 
systems, 
i(i) = f (z(t), z(d - hl), . . . ,~(t-h,))+g(z(t),~(t-_hl),... ,+--h,))Q), (1) 
where: hi, i = 1, . . . . q are real numbers representing the state delays, and x(t) and z(t - 
hi), i = 1, . ..) q denote, respectively, the n-dimensional state vector at time t and at delayed 
times i! - hi, i = l,..., q. Control u is assumed to be an analytic function of time, u E 
P(R,R). Vectors f and g are assumed to be analytic functions of their arguments, f,g E 
C”(R” x . . . x wn,fP>. 
Stabilizing system (1) by employing memoryless state feedback control is a difficult task 
and no general results are available for this problem. This situation is motivated by difficul- 
ties in the stability analysis of time lag systems. So far, several procedures have been pro- 
posed to design asymptotic observers [1,7,15,17,19] and state feedback control laws [11,14,16] 
for time lag systems. Unfortunately, all the available procedures are referred to linear sys- 
tems and require restrictive assumptions [7], commensurate values of the time delays [19], or 
the computation of the poles relative to some right half-plane [1,16,17]. Also in the stability 
analysis, general results are limited to linear systems and are divided in delay-independent 
[2,12] and delay-dependent [5,13] criteria. 
Beginning with the work of Krener [lo] there has been considerable interest in the design 
of control laws that take into account the nonlinear behaviour of systems. However, all the 
available results have been carried out with reference to systems having no state delays. In 
particular, it has been considered the problem of transforming a nonlinear system, linear 
in the controls, into a linear controllable one. Thus, the stabilization of a nonlinear system 
has been reduced to the stabilization of a linear controllable one. Several authors [3,8,9,18] 
have solved this problem by means of non-singular changes of coordinates in the state and 
control spaces. 
In this note, we are interested in extending these techniques in the case of time lag system 
(1). 
This work has been carried out in the framework of the agreement between the Fondazione Ugo Bordoni 
and the Italian PT Administration. 
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THE PROPOSED APPROACH 
System (1) can be rewritten in the following form: 
i(t) =fO(@>> + sO(+>>u(t> + f’(@), x(t - hl), es’, z(t - h,)) 
+ !?W, +(t - h), “‘, x:(t - hq)Mq, (2) 
where f”(x) = f(x,x, . . . . x), go(z) = g(x, x, . . . . x) and f1 = f - f”, g1 = g - go. 
NOTATION. F will denote the set FT= {f E C”(R” x a.. x R”,W): f(x,x,...,x) = 0 
vx E R”}. 
DEFINITION 1. The operating point set for system (1) is defined as follows: 
S,,” = {(x, u): f(x, 2, ..‘, x) + g(x, 2, . ..) x) u = 0). 
Notice that, since fl,gl E F, we have S,,, = ((2, u): f’(x) + g’(x) u = 0). 
ASSUMPTION 1 (CONTROLLABILITY). Vectors go, adjo( . . . . ad;;‘(g’), with uc$,(g’), 
i = 1, . ..) n - 1 denoting the i-th Lie bracket of go by f”, span R” about the origin. 
ASSUMPTION 2 (INVOLUTIVITY). The set of vector fields {go, adjo( . . . . ud;;‘(gO)} is 
involutive. 
Remark. In the case of linear time lag systems (l), f = Aox + ~~=, Aix(t - hi) and 
g = b, Assumption 1 means that pair (Cf=, Ai, b) is controllable in the finite dimensional 
terminology, whereas Assumption 2 always holds. 
The above Assumptions allow one to state the following [18]: 
PROPOSITION 1. There exists a change of coordinates, t = T(x), and a state feedback 
control law, u = o(x) + p( ) x w, with /3(x) # 0 about the origin of R”, such that the relations 
f,O(t) = $$ (f’(x) + gO(x IzzT-l(~) = A& and seO(<) = %s”(x)P(x) Iz=T-l(E) = b, 
hold about the origin of R”. Further, pair (A,, be) is in the Brunowsky canonical form [18]. 
Proposition 1 can be extended [4,8] in order to obtain results globally valid. 
In view of Assumptions 1 and 2, system (2) t k a es, in the (t, v)-coordinates, the following 
form: 
i(t) = Ae~(t)+be~(t)+f,l(~(t),~(t-hl), . . ..E(t-h.))+gE(~(t),~(t-hl), . . ..<(t-h.))v(t), (3) 
where fj, gi E 3. Throughout the rest of this note, we will study the possibility of stabilizing 
(3) by means of a memoryless feedback control law, 
v(t) = I&x(t) + $, (4) 
where I<, = 1 -$$, . . . . -* , 1 E is a positive small parameter and the entries Lc,i, i = 1, . . . . n 
are chosen so that the roots {a,,~, . . . . ue,“} of X” + k,,lX”-’ + . . . + k,,, = 0 are in the left 
half-plane with a,,+ # U,,j if i # j. It is noted that the roots of X” + *An-’ + . . . + k = 0 
are {%,...,%}. The dynamics of the closed loop system (3), (4) is described by the 
equation: 
i(t) = (A, + b&)<(t) + $,bcw + &(<(t)l<(t - hl), . . ..<(t - h,), WE)> (5) 
where q& = f,’ + gE (K,[(t) + 5) and q& E F, VE, w. The operating point set S,,, has been 
transformed in the hyperplane 
&bW = {((, w): (A, + b,K,)< + $b,w = 0) = {(t, w): El = &w,ei = 0, i = 2, ...,n}. 
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PROPOSITION 2. In view of the controllability of pair (AC, be), matrix I<, can be designed, 
as above discussed, so that the spectrum of (A, + b,K,) is in the left half-plane. Then, there 
exists a maximal delay h’ such that any operating point (c, 6) E SC~, of (5) is asymptotically 
stable for any h E [0, h*). 
PROOF: Let us deveiop the components of the right side of (5) in Taylor expansions about 
an operating point (E, W) E St,, and write the linear terms by themselves, 
Ai(t) = (A, + bcKe)A<(t) + 2 &,i(f, 6) (At(t) - A<@ - hi)) + 0’9 (6) 
i=l 
where A<(t) = r(t) - c and O2 denotes second- and higher-order terms. Owing to this 
property, the stability behaviour of (6) is equivalent with that of the system in the first 
approximation [6] obtained by neglecting 0 2. The characteristic equation of the system in 
the first approximation is 
~(s, h) = det sl,,,, - (A, + b,K) - f: A& w)(l - Ph.) . 
i=l 
Equation (7) is asymptotically stable if and only if p(s, h) # 0 for any complex s with 
Re(s) 2 0. Let u(h) = sup{Re(s): p(s, h) = 0). It is possible to show [5] that u(h) is a 
continuous function of h for h 1 0. It is noted from (7) that 
a(O) = m;x(Re (&(A, + b,l&))) < 0. 
Let h’ be the smallest h > 0 such that a(h*) = 0, then u(h) < 0 Vh E [0, h”) and, therefore, 
(7) is asymptotically stable Vh E [0, h’). I n view of the first approximation and taking into 
account that the above development does not depend upon the chosen operating point (c, ti), 
the thesis follows easily. I 
Consider the state transformation < = TcT,z with 
c=[i i ((I ;I1 Ta= [(o;;:;;_i . . . (ee+!;_i]. 
System (5), transformed in the new coordinates, takes the form: 
i(t) = d,z(t) + b,w + fe(z(t>, r(t - hi), . . . . Z(t - h,), W, e), (6) 
where A, = T;‘T;‘(A, + b,K,)T,T,, 6, = !T;lTcB1b, and fe = T~lTc~l~c(T,Tcz(t), . . . . 
T,T,t(t - h4), W,E) E F. Taking the structures of A, and b, into account, the fulfillment of 
the following relations is verified: A, = f& = idiag(e,,i) and 6, = +Ti’b,. The operating 
point set SC, is transformed into Sz,, = {(I, us): A,r + T;‘b,w = 0). 
ASSUMPTION 3. The following limit exists VW E R: 
!l_mo (Efc(z(t), . .. . .4t - h,),w,E)) = 0 (9) 
uniformly in (z(t), . . . . z(t - h,)) E K c Wn x . . . x R” where Ii’ is a suitable neighbourhood 
of the origin of 6P. 
To simplify the notation, let us define G(t) = (A.z(t)T,Az(t - hl)T, . . ..Az(t - hq)T)T. 
Remark. In the case of linear time lag systems, vector & takes the form 
de = cp=i A,,i (t(t) - E(t - hi)), with matrices Ac,i, i = 1 , . . . . q being independent of E and 
w. In the z-coordinates, we have fc = Cf=i T;lT;lA,,+T,T, (z(t) - z(t - hi)). It is noted 
that limit (9) exists if and only if matrices A,,i, i = 1, . . . . q are lower triangular in the sense 
that all the elements above the principal diagonal are zero. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let Assumption 3 hold, then there exists a positive constant T and a 
neighbourhood I(6 of the origin of Rq”, such that, for any initial condition and independently 
of delay h, z(t) E K6,V t > T. In particular, the measure of such a neighbourhood I<J 
can be made smaller and smaller by taking E smaller and smaller. 
PROOF: System (8) can be rewritten 
b(t) = d,Az(t)+ f,(Az(t),...,Az(t - hq),w,E), (10) 
where fC = fC(Az(t) - h;‘T;lb,w, . . ..Az(t - hq) - h;‘T;‘bCw,w,~). It is noted that if 
Assumption 3 holds then 
lh~(~f~(Az(t),...,Az(t - hq),W,E)) = 0, V w E R, (11) 
uniformly in G(t) E K, i.e., 
v 6 > 0 3 Eg > 0: 11 Efe II< 6 v 0 < E < &6. (12) 
It is stressed that EJ --t 0 as 6 + 0. Taking the structure of A, into account, ,4, = diag (y) 
with a,,+ < 0, i = 1, . . . . q, we can define [6] the following positive definite matrix 
P=i-exp(diag(2?))&=-diag(&). (13) 
It is easy to check that d:P + R4, = -I(,,,) is definite negative. Then, we can define the 
following E-dependent positive definite function: 
v(s, E) = A~(t)~pAz(t) + 2 1’ h, Ar(19)~MiAz(d)dQ, 
-I 
(14 
with Mi, i = 1, . . . . q being certain positive definite matrices. The derivative of this expression 
is 
;(G,E) =Az(~)~ (-i+~.h(.)A*(L)-~Ar(t-hi)T~iAz(t-hi) 
+ f,TPAz(t) + A~(t)~Pfc. (15) 
Owing to limit (11) and taking into account the structure of P, it is straightforward to verify 
that the definite positive matrices Mi, i = 1, ..,, q can be chosen so that 
G(iG,O) = Az(~)~ (-I+$Mi) A~(t)-~Az(t-hi)T~A’(‘-hi) (16) 
is negative definite. A possible choice is Mi = mil, i = 1, . . . . q where mi, i = 1, . . . . q are 
positive constants verifying xi’=, mi < 1. In view of (12), equation (16) can be increased 
as follows for any 0 < E < &g 
~(Az,E) 5 ;(Az,O)+b 11 AZ(~) I( . 
Hence, there exists a neighbourhood Ir’a of the origin of R q”, whose measure vanishes as 6 
approaches zero, such that if G(t) 6 K6, then ti(z, E) < 0, V 0 < E < ~6. The thesis follows 
easily. I 
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